ABSTRACT Rolling bearing is a key component of rotating machinery, and its remaining useful life (RUL) estimation is also a critical technique in prognostics health management activities. In this paper, we propose a two-stage strategy for bearing health monitoring, where the bearing health process is divided into two stages: normal stage and degeneration stage, and a new method is proposed to estimate the bearing RUL by combining a new health indicator (HI) and particle filtering (PF). First, the structural information of the spectrum (SIOS) algorithm is employed to construct the HI called SIOS-based indicator (SIOSI) for bearing degeneration monitoring. Second, the initial degenerate point (IDP) is evaluated by a novel index calculated with self-zero space observer in order to conduct the two-stage division of normal and degeneration stages. Third, after detecting the IDP, the bearing RUL is estimated using the SIOSI and the PF-based algorithm with the help of a degeneration model. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology is validated using vibration data collected from bearing run-to-failure tests. Experimental results have shown that the bearing RUL could be estimated acceptably with the proposed method, and its performance is greatly superior to that presented by L 10 life formula.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the growing complexity degree of modern mechanical machines, maintenance activities are playing an increasing significant role in improving their reliability and security. As a more efficient and systematic methodology to carry out proactive maintenance, prognostics health management (PHM) allows to predict the changing process of failures and reduce the risks of misoperation through proper management actions. One core technique of PHM is the remaining useful life (RUL) estimation. The remaining time before failure of monitored components can be generally predicted via conducting RUL estimation. An obvious advantage of RUL estimation is reducing maintenance costs and maximizing the service life of the whole system. Since rolling bearings are vital components of rotating machines such as mining machinery and machine tools, their reliability often has a strong influence on the performance of mechanical system, especially for large-scale machines. Therefore, accurate remaining useful life (RUL) estimation for rolling bearing is particularly crucial to the PHM activities for rotating machines.
Many researchers have focused on the RUL prognostic over the past decade. Generally speaking, prognostic approaches can be divided into two major categories, i.e., model-based methods and data-driven methods. Datadriven methods attempt to realise RUL estimation by digging the relationship between the monitoring data and the machine degeneration process. This type of method devotes to RUL predictions through exploiting knowledge from monitoring data with machine learning technology. Therefore, the quantity and quality of history data greatly influence its predicting performance. This greatly limits its practical application because it's generally difficult to obtain large amounts of qualified history data for a practical matter. However, model-based methods deal with RUL estimation using mathematical or physical models of machine degeneration process, meanwhile, the model parameters are estimated and updated with measured data. In these methods, some physics-related models have been employed to depict the degeneration process, such as Paris-Erdogan model [1] , spall progression model [2] , exponential model [3] , [4] , etc. Moreover, modelbased methods could integrate the knowledge of prior and measured information and this property makes them more suitable for RUL prediction of rolling bearings.
One key problem of RUL estimation is how to construct a health indicator (HI) which can track the degeneration process as monotonically as possible. An excellent HI could reflect the fault evolution process and is obviously monotonous. If so, the degeneration process modeling will become relatively simple and this will be conducive to obtaining more accurate RUL estimation results. For this purpose, many scholars attempt to build such indictors for rotating machines. Time-and frequency-domain features have been extracted as the HIs for health assessment such as root mean square [3] , [5] , kurtosis [6] , power value on the sensitive frequency band [7] , etc. Other technologies are also introduced to construct the HI. For example, Qian et al. [8] proposed to the recurrence plot entropy feature as the HI using recurrence quantification analysis. Rai and Upadhyay [9] combined empirical mode decomposition and k-medoids clustering to derive a confidence value as the bearing HI. Furthermore, some feature fusion technologies have also been introduced to construct fusion HIs, such as self organizing map [10] - [12] , neural network [13] , Mahalanobis distance [14] , auto-associative kernel regression [15] , and so on. Since most bearings commonly damage with inner-race, outer-race, roller, and cage failures, it is reasonable to build an indicator in accordance with these information. However, in the reported literature, few scholars have proposed to establish the HI according to the types of possible happening faults. For more information about the HI construction of bearing and gear, the readers can refer to the comprehensive review presented by Wang et al. [16] .
In general, the RUL estimation is implemented in the degeneration stage since the machine is usually under normal operating condition for a long time. Therefore, how to distinguish when the health state changes from normal condition to degeneration condition, is another core problem in the RUL estimation process. In other word, the first procedure is to determine the initial degenerate point (IDP) with an appropriate approach. In this regard, researchers have proposed some solutions in the published literatures. For example, Wang et al. [17] combined 3σ criterion with the Mahalanobis distance from original healthy state to determine the IDP. Qian et al. [8] applied the Chebyshev inequality theory and recurrence plot entropy feature for setting an abnormal alarm threshold value to perform IDP detection, and also the IDP determination is evaluated through Chebyshev inequality in [18] . Yu [19] extracted the negative log likelihood probability from the Gaussian mixture model trained by normal data set and defined its abnormal alarm threshold with kernel density estimation approach to determine the IDP. However, only one feature is applied to conduct the IDP evaluation in most literatures, which may lead to unreliable detection results.
In this paper, we propose a bearing RUL prediction method which includes three modules, i.e., bearing degeneration monitoring, IDP detection and RUL estiamtion. In the first module, a new HI is developed from the structural information of the spectrum (SIOS) algorithm that we proposed in [20] , where the so-called SIOS could integrate abundant fault information contained in the Fourier spectrum. This new HI is named as SIOS-based indicator (SIOSI) in this paper. The so-called SIOSI is constructed via defining the energy summation index of SIOS so that it can monitor the bearing degeneration process excellently. In the second module, a new synthetic index is established using the residual features derived from the self-zero space observer [21] formulated with normal data set. Then this synthetic index is utilized to determine the IDP. Once bearing initial deterioration is detected during the condition monitoring process, the RUL estimation module will be triggered in next step. Therefore in the third module, a common degeneration model, modified Paris-Erdogan model, is applied to interpret the bearing degradation process. And considered its advantages in dealing with nonlinear and non-Gaussian problems, particle filtering (PF) based algorithm is employed in this research to finally implement the RUL estimation.
The main contributions of this work can be concluded as: (1) a new HI, namely SIOSI, is proposed through considering the bearing possible happening faults to conduct the bearing degeneration monitoring; (2) in order to divide the bearing health process into normal and degeneration stages, a new synthetic index is constructed by assessing the performance of a set of original features on the self-zero space observer under normal condition and then used to detect the bearing IDP; (3) we propose to utilize 95% confidence bounds on the least square fitting coefficients to initialize the parameters of degeneration model and estimate the bearing RULs combining the PF-based algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organised in the following way. Section II presents the construction of bearing HI in the condition monitoring process, and the IDP detection approach including the self-zero space observer and IDP detection index is depicted in section III. Section IV is dedicated to illustrating the RUL estimation methodology as well as the framework of the proposed methodology. In section V the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified with vibration data collected from bearing accelerated life tests. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in section VI.
II. BEARING DEGENERATION MONITORING
To carry out the RUL estimation of bearings, the first thing is to calculate an appropriate HI to monitor the bearing degeneration process. In [20] , a spectrum searching algorithm, SIOS algorithm, is proposed and proven to be an effective approach for bearing fault diagnosis. The core concept of the SIOS algorithm is to establish the relationship between the spectrum peaks and the bearing characteristic frequency (BCF) harmonics. Bearing failures are usually caused by constantlydeveloping crack spall and the corresponding features could be extracted by SIOS algorithm, therefore we propose to calculate the bearing HI on the basis of SIOS algorithm.
A. REVIEW OF SIOS ALGORITHM
The main procedures of the SIOS algorithm are as follows [20] :
1) SEARCH LOCAL PEAKS OF SPECTRUM
Suppose a measured signal x(t) has a length of L data points with sampling rate set as F s , we first convert it into frequency domain with fast Fourier transformation (FFT) algorithm and then obtain the single-sided amplitude spectrum with frequency resolution s . To seek the peaks presented by bearing characteristic frequency harmonics, a constraint of spectrum local peaks is defined as follows.
where P(k) is the kth amplitude component of the spectrum corresponding to the frequency F(k) (in Hz), l is applied to set the window length of the moving average, and δ is a nonnegative number to restrain those peaks produced by noise. Moreover, if P(k) is identified as a local peak, I (k) = 1; otherwise, I (k) = 0. Hence the total number of local peaks can be determined as M = I (k).
2) SIOS CONSTRUCTION
In order to build the relationship between the local peaks and the bearing fault frequencies, a frequency grid is predefined with frequency resolution G , which is equal to s or its demultiplier, and it can be express as (2) where F l and F h are the left and right boundary of the frequency grid, respectively. In general, the range of G can be specified according the BCFs of the tested bearing in practical use.
Then local peaks are projected onto the frequency grid according to the following rule: if F(k)/G(i) is an integer, project the local peak P(k) onto G(i). After this procedure, the SIOS can be constructed using the following two indications. The first indication is the number of those local peaks projected onto G(i), i.e.,
where i is defined by those I (k) whose spectrum frequencies satisfy that
Another one is the total power of those local peaks projected onto G(i), i.e.,
where
To overcome the problem that the frequency resolution of original spectrum could not be infnitely small, the SIOS algorithm implemented in practice need to make sure that the spectrum should be calculated with sufficient large sampling length so that its frequency resolution meets the following constraint [20] .
Finally, the fault information contained in the spectrum can be interpreted as the above two indicators using the SIOS algorithm. For detailed descriptions about this algorithm, the readers are referred to [20] .
B. HI CONSTRUCTION
In order to monitor the degeneration process of bearings in real time, appropriate feature should be extracted from the measured data and defined as HI. In this study, an indicator named SIOSI is constructed based on the SIOS analysis of the measured signal. As mentioned before, the fault information in the spectrum could be interpreted as the quantity index and energy index with the SIOS algorithm. In general, the fault-related energy and the number of BCF harmonics may increase with the bearing deteriorated degree. Therefore, we propose to extract HI using the SIOS algorithm. To make the most of fault information defined by (3) and (4), we first construct the following ensemble indication on G(i).
where M denotes the total number of local peaks as presented before.
Because the bearing failure commonly occurs in the inner ring, outer ring, rolling element or cage of bearing, therefore there mainly are four kinds of possible BCF in the SIOS ensemble indication H . Considering that the eccentricity fault deteriorates over time, the authors propose to construct the SIOSI through computing the summation of the six largest amplitudes of H , and it can be expressed as
where H s is a vector which is obtained by sorting H in an descending order according to its value.
III. IDP DETECTION APPROACH
In practice, the procedure of RUL estimation is commonly implemented in the degeneration stage. Therefore, the dividing time point between normal stage and degradation VOLUME 6, 2018 stage should be first detected so as to timely trigger the module of RUL estimation. This is IDP detection as described earlier.
In [21] , we developed a diagnostic model named selfzero space observer for bearing fault diagnosis with a simple algebraic operation and decision logic. And it is proven to be a reliable and effective approach with an excellent computational efficiency. In the module of IDP detection, the self-zero space observer is employed to build a novel synthetic index to realise this purpose.
A. SELF-ZERO SPACE OBSERVER
Suppose there are J monitoring features extracted under kth health condition, the feature vector can be defined as
where F i represents the mean value of a series of the ith original feature under kth health condition. Here, the main purpose for specifying mean feature value as the designing feature, is to improve performance of the next designed selfzero space observer. Then, the self-zero space matrix of the kth health condition, i.e. Z k self , is defined and computed as
where 0 denotes a zero matrix.
In actual operation, we need to determine a unit vector S k belonging to Z k self and S k satisfies
where K is the total number of health conditions and F t denotes a designing or testing feature. S k is the self-zero space vector of feature F k under kth health condition. Fortunately, more than one abovementioned unit vector can be determined due to the nonlinearity of features under different health conditions [21] . Finally, the self-zero space observers for all health conditions can be established according to (9) and (10) . Next, a testing feature of monitoring signal can be projected using these designing self-zero space observers. Finally, the current health state can be determined by evaluating its projected residual signals.
B. IDP DETECTION
As for the IDP detection in this research, we just design the self-zero space observer of normal stage because there only need to detect when the bearing has stepped into degeneration stage, and we assume that this self-zero space observer is denoted as S ω . In the bearing condition monitoring process, a testing feature set, F t , can be evaluated with S ω as
In (11), the residual signal of testing sample under normal condition will be nonzero when t = ω, owing to the non-stationarity of the original vibration signal. Therefore, a evaluation threshold T ω is employed to assess which the current state belongs to. Two logic decision rules are defined as
In (12), R t = 1 means the current state is still in normal stage, and R t = 0 means the current state has stepped into degeneration stage. To suppress its sensitivity to residual signal outliers, the evaluation threshold T ω is calculated with the Tukey's control charts method presented in [22] and therefore the threshold can be denoted as follows.
where Q 1 and Q 3 denote 1st and 3rd residual signal quartile. L U is the control limit coefficient and set as 4 in this study. When bearing is still under normal health condition, the residual signals derived from S ω will make most or all of R t equal to one. However, with the health state deviating from the normal condition, an increasing number of residual signals will lead to R t = 0. Hence it is reasonable to perform IDP detection by monitoring the total number of residual signals belonging to normal stage. Here we construct an improved synthetic index called IDP indicator (IDPI) based on (12) for IDP detection as follows.
where θ is a controlling coefficient set as 0.8 and M b is the number of orthonormal basis for S ω . Moreover, the health assessment indicator (HSI) in [23] is used to make a comparison, i.e.,
where the R t is the standard deviation of the ith projected indication. For a more intuitive comparison, the HSI is modified to make it range from zero to one, namely, MHSI = 1 − HSI. The performances of IDPI and MHSI will be compared in the section of experimental analysis.
In real application, when two consecutive values of IDP evaluation index are identified in the process of bearing condition monitoring, it is considered that the bearing has accessed the degeneration phase. Meanwhile, the time instant of the first IDPI or MHSI value will be considered as the IDP. Thereafter, the RUL estimation module can be activated, which will be illustrated in the following section.
IV. RUL ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY
Once the bearing is detected that it has entered the degeneration stage via IDP evaluation, its RUL will be estimated to carry out preventive or proactive maintenance. In this section, we will describe a review of particle filtering as well as the RUL estimation approach and finally explain the framework of the proposed approach.
A. A REVIEW OF PARTICLE FILTERING
In Bayesian filtering, the system state is generally described by the state transition equation and the measurement equation denoted in the following way [24] .
According to the state space model presented in (16) , our ultimate aim is to derive the prior state probability density function (PDF) p(s k |z 1:k−1 ) to estimate the system state. This can be realized using Bayesian filtering including two steps: prediction step and update step. The prediction step devotes to obtaining the prior state PDF at t k using the ChapmanKolmogorov equation: 
Unfortunately, the analytical solutions of (17) and (18) are of nonexistence in the majority of cases. A Monte Carlo simulation method, i.e. the PF-based algorithm, could provide a near-optimum solution for this situation. In PF, the system state is approximated using a set of particles {s i k } i=1:N s and expressed as
where N s is the total number of particles, δ(·) represents the Dirac delta measure and w i k denotes the weight of the ith particle.
In the importance sampling process, if the particles
N s are sampled from an importance PDF q(s k |z 1:k ), the particle weight w i k can be updated and normalized as
If we take p(s k |s k−1 ) as the importance PDF, then the particle weight w i k can be expressed as
A main difficult problem of PF approach is that a few particles have greater weights and the others have negligible ones after several iterations, which is called particle degeneracy. Therefore a resampling algorithm should be employed to deal with this issue through measuring the effective particle size in the flowing way.
In actual operation, when N eff is less than a predefined threshold N T , a new particle population {ŝ i k } i=1:N s will be generated with equal weights, i.e.,ŵ i k = 1/N s .
B. PARTICLE FILTERING BASED ESTIMATION
In the module of RUL estimation, a variant of Paris-Erdogan model is employed to describe the changing process of bearing in degeneration stage, and the PF algorithm is used to predict the bearing RUL. According to [25] and [26] , the original Paris-Erdogan model for describing the progression of fatigue crack can be expressed as
where s denotes the crack size, N is cycle number. C and m are model parameters. K and σ represent stress intensity and stress range, respectively. In order to depict the changing process of machinery, the model in (23) 
According to the differential form in (24) , the state space model of bearing degeneration process can be in the following way [27] : (25) where α k−1 and β k−1 follow U (α L , α U ) and U (β L , β U ), respectively. t k denotes the interval of monitoring time, i.e. t k = t k − t k−1 . s k is the health state at t k , which is described via an HI. In this work, it can be calculated by the SIOSI values. In view of measurement noise, the measured SIOSI value is derived as s k plus a measurement noise ω k ∼ N (0, σ 2 ω ). As what presented in (25) , the measurement can be expressed in the following form.
Considered that the measurement noise ω k−1 is generally are negligibly small compared with the system measurement [26] , the health state s k−1 can be denoted approximately by z k−1 , i.e., (27) Therefore, the model parameters = {α, β, σ 2 ω } can be initialized based on least square fit and the 95% confidence VOLUME 6, 2018 bounds on the fitting coefficients can be obtained as:
and eventually applied for initializing the values of α and β. Furthermore, the standard variance σ ω of the measurement noise ω k is empirically assumed to follow uniform distribution, i.e., σ ω ∼ U (0, 0.1) in this research.
Depending on the above initialized parameters, the initial particles {z i 0 } i=1:N s can be sampled from p(z i 0 | 0 ) ∼ U (L 0 , U 0 ) with serving 1/N s as the weight of each particle where L 0 and U 0 are presented in the following.
After all parameters are initialized, the degeneration model parameters can be further updated using the PF-based algorithm and the RUL can be estimated in the meantime. According to the degeneration model, the new particles
N s can be derived as follows:
Once the new measurement z k is available at time t k , the weight of each particle can be updated and normalized according to (21) 
When the effective particle size triggers the threshold in (22) , the particles are resampled through duplicating those particles with larger weights and then reset the weight of every resampled particle as 1/N s . In general, the bearing's RUL l k at time t k is defined as follows
where s 0:k represent the estimated state at t 0 , t 1 , · · · , t k , λ th is a predefined soft failure threshold, and s(t k + l k ) is the estimated state at time t k + l k . Therefore, the RUL of the ith particle is estimated as l i k based on (32) . Finally, the PDF of the RUL is approximated with (19) and can be denoted as
C. RUL ESTIMATION PROCEDURE
The overall framework of RUL estimation procedure is depicted in Fig. 1 . The main implementing procedures can be explained as follows:
1) DEGENERATION MONITORING
The purpose of this step is to extract an appropriate indication applied to predict the bearing RUL. In this procedure, the SIOSI is constructed using the SIOS algorithm to monitor the health state of bearings.
2) IDP DETECTION
The RUL estimation is non-necessary in normal stage especially in the early stage because it not only wastes computational resources but also lacks of practical guiding significance. we propose to assess the residual signal of monitoring data on the self-zero space observer under normal condition and build an improved synthetic index IDPI. If two successive monitoring signals lead to IDPI = 1, it is indicated that the bearing has stepped into degeneration stage and the first time point is considered as the IDP for the RUL estimation procedure. It should be noted that the feature pool applied for IDP detection in this procedure should be predefined and this will be demonstrated in the section of experimental study.
3) RUL ESTIMATION
After detecting the bearing's IDP, the third procedure can be carried out to predict bearing RUL. A variant of ParisErdogan model is employed as the bearing degeneration model in this study. Using this model and the SIOSI, the future state of SIOSI is predicted using PF-based algorithm at current time t k . Once the estimated state is first larger than the predefined soft failure threshold λ th at time t k + l k , the bearing RUL can be calculated as RUL = (t k + l k ) − t k = l k .
V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY A. EXPERIMENT RIG
To acquire the condition monitoring data of bearings in the whole life time, an accelerated bearing life tester (ABLT-1A) manufactured by Hangzhou Bearing Test & Research Center (HBRC) is employed to perform the bearing life degradation experiments. As shown in Fig. 2 , the ABLT-1A tester mainly consists of frequency controller, AC motor, transmission system, loading system, lubrication system, and data acquisition system. Its built-in data acquisition system includes four thermocouples and one acceleration sensor for temperature and vibration signal recording. During the life experiment, four bearings of the same specification are installed on one shaft driven by the AC motor via rub belts. The bearing type is C&U 6306. The parameters and operating condition are presented in Table 1 . As depicted in Fig. 3 , four additional IEPE-type acceleration sensors are applied for collecting the vibration signals of the tested bearings (i.e., bearing #1, bearing #2, bearing #3 and bearing #4). With the help of DH-5922 dynamic signal acquisition instrument, vibration data were sampled and stored to the on-site computer. A radial load of 27.16 kN (namely 2P = 27.16 kN) is applied onto the bearing seat of bearing#2 and bearing#3. Oil lubricating was adopted during the whole experiment process. Each data record consists of 40,000 points (i.e. 2 s) with the sampling rate set at 20 kHz and the experimental files were recorded every three minutes.
In our run-to-failure experiments, we tested four bearing samples and they both mainly failed with defect on inner race. This is possibly because the fault characteristic frequency of inner race is much larger than the others. According to the parameters in Table 1 , the fault characteristic frequency of inner race (BPFI) can be calculated as 294.9 Hz. In this study, two bearings' vibration data are used to carry out further investigation. These two groups of data were acquired from bearing #1 and #2. For convenient expression in the following, we mark bearing #1 and #2 as B1 and B2, respectively. The B1 finally failed at 8199 min and 2733 groups of data were collected. The B2 finally failed at 2598 min and 866 groups of data were collected as well. Fig. 4 depicts the failure types of B1 and B2 at the end of their respective run-to-failure experiments, and Fig. 5 presents the time domain waveforms of B1 and B2 in the whole lifetime. In the process of HI construction, the SIOS related parameters are predefined as follows: G ∈ [250 Hz, 350 Hz), G = 0.5 s . Then the SIOSI can be calculated on the basis of these parameters and the whole life evolution trends of SIOSI of B1 and B2 are shown in Fig. 6 .
B. BEARING IDP DETECTION
Before detecting the IDP of the monitored bearings, a feature pool applied for IDP evaluation is first defined using an appropriate feature selection approach. Here we extract 12 original feature parameters from vibration signal as presented in Table 2 . To conduct the IDP detection using the aforementioned self-zero space observer approach, those features being sensitive to the evolution of health stage, should be selected from the original feature sets in advance.
Therefore, an evaluation index called Spearman coefficient [27] , [28] is employed to assess the monotonicity of the original features, and it is calculated by
where T k | k=1:K and P i k | k=1:K denote the ranks of the time t k | k=1:K and the ith feature p i k | k=1:K , respectively. K represents the feature length of the whole life time. T k and P i k are the average values of T k | k=1:K and P i k | k=1:K , respectively. It can be observed that ρ i ∈ [0, 1] according to (34). Moreover, its value tends to one when a feature increases or decreases monotonically over time and its value will approach zero when the feature keeps constant or varies over time dramatically. Therefore, a feature with higher Spearman coefficient value means that it has a better monotonicity. To build up the feature pool for IDP detection, a feature selection threshold is set as 0.5 in our research. Here, the data sets after the grinding-in period are applied for further investigation including IDP detection and RUL estimation. Namely, the last 1000 groups of vibration signals are selected for B1 and the last 667 groups for B2. As shown in Fig. 7 , the features with Spearman coefficient values higher than 0.5 are selected as the components of IDP feature pool. That is, feature p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 and p 11 are selected for B1, and feature p 2 , p 3 , p 5 , p 11 and p 12 are selected for B2.
With the proposed IDP detection approach, the IDP of B1 is detected at the 878th monitoring point and the IDP of B2 is delected at the 648th monitoring point. The corresponding IDP results of B1 and B2 are presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , respectively. Examining the performances of IDP evaluation in Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 9(b) , it can be observed that the proposed IDPI could detect the bearings' IDP effectively. Moreover, although the IDP of B2 is both detected by IDPI and MHSI in Fig. 9 , it can be seen that the IDPI could detect the IDP earlier than that made by MHSI in Fig. 8 , where more outliers are also brought by MHSI. Hence it is evident that the IDPI proposed in this study outperforms the MHSI derived from [23] after applying the Tukey's control charts as the projection threshold and introducing the controlling coefficient (i.e. θ) to determine the final IDP detection results.
C. BEARING RUL ESTIMATION
In order to improve the sensitivity and reliability of the original SIOSI, exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) is introduced to develop an improved HI, which will be used for RUL estimation. And the smooth coefficient of EWMA is set as 0.15 in this study according to the recommendation in [29] .
Then the SIOSI values of bearing after its IDP are input into the state space model presented in (25) and the model parameters are initialized using least square fitting approach VOLUME 6, 2018 and then updated using the PF-based algorithm. Finally, the bearing's RUL value can be estimated through evaluating the time when the estimated system state first exceeds the failure threshold. The monitoring time interval is t k = 3 and the particle number is set as N s = 5000. For the sake of the convenient calculation, the SIOSI values in the phase of RUL estimation are all magnified 100 times so that the SIOSI and the time index are the same order of magnitude. Accordingly, the failure thresholds of B1 and B2 are predefined as 3.25 and 4.20, respectively. The 95% confidence bounds on the least square fitting coefficients are applied for initializing the model parameters. Therefore, the model parameters for B1 are initialized as In Figs. 10 and 11 , the green color dots represent the mean predicted RULs, the green error bars denote the 95% confidence bounds of the estimated RULs and the blue line represents the actual RUL. The estimated results have shown that the proposed approach could accurately estimate the RULs of both bearings and the estimation accuracy seems to increase as the bearing approaches its End-of-Life (EoL). Moreover, three evaluation metrics are introduced to further illustrate the performance of our approach, namely mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), root mean squared error (RMSE) and α − λ metric [30] - [32] . The equations of MAPE, RMSE and α − λ metric are expressed as
where T r denotes the real RUL value, T p denotes the predicted RUL value, n p is the number of predicted points, T t λ denotes the predicted RUL value at time t λ , and T t λ denotes the real RUL value at time t λ . In (37), t λ = t p + λ(t EoL − t p ) where t p represents the time to start prediction, t EoL represents the time instant at bearing's EoL and λ represents a time window modifier. In this study, we set α = 20% and λ = 0, which enables t λ = t p , and the α-bounds (α = 20%) of both B1 and B2 have been plotted in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , respectively. The α−λ metric devotes to assessing whether the RUL estimation accuracy falls within the specified α-bounds. It can be seen from its definition that a larger value of α − λ metric means a better performance in estimating RULs. The results of MAPE, RMSE and α−λ metric for B1 and B2 are provided in Table 3 . It's worth noting that the α − λ accuracy presented in Table 3 is the average value of α − λ metric across all estimation points. It can be seen that the MAPE and RMSE values of the proposed approach are relatively small and the α − λ metric values are relatively high for both B1 and B2. In particular, the α − λ metric value of B1 is 0.9130 which indicates that its RUL results with the proposed method are very reliable and applicable. Examining the three evaluation metrics on the RUL estimation results, it is observed that RUL results of B1 have a smaller MAPE value and a higher α − λ metric value in comparison with those of B2 but the RMSE of B2 is lower than that of B1. Relatively speaking, the RUL estimation results of B1 are a little bit better than those of B2, which can be proved by Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 . Therefore, the proposed method could provide an excellent performance in estimating the RUL.
In order to further illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, the L 10 benchmark is employed to make a comparison. L 10 is approximately equal to 2111 minutes for our tested bearings. For convenience, the absolute percentage error (APE) between the estimated RUL and the actual RUL is first defined as follows
where A r and A p denote the actual and estimated failure time instants, which are corresponding to the actual RUL (T r ) and estimated RUL (T p ). The number of estimated RUL results on different APE segments are applied to make the comparison statistically and the bar graphs of B1 and B2 are presented in Fig. 12 .
The comparison results show that all estimations obtain with the proposed method fall whin 5% APE of the actual bearing life time. Obviously, the results made in this paper are superior to those made by the commonly used L 10 life formula in engineering applications. So, in a word, the estimation results presented in this paper are acceptable, and this indicates that the proposed methodology is suitable for the RUL estimation of rolling bearings.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a novel method for estimating the RUL of rolling bearings. Firstly, the SIOSI is constructed and applied to track the degeneration process. Secondly, the self-zero space observer is introduced here to build the IDP detecting index, i.e. IDPI, to determine the initial degeneration point so as to activate the RUL estimation module in time. Finally, a state space model is employed to describe the degeneration process and the bearing's RUL is estimated using PF-based algorithm.
In the proposed method, the SIOSI can effectively integrate the fault information presented in the spectrum and track the evolution process of the possible happening faults. And, it has been proven to be an excellent HI for bearing RUL estimation. To make the estimation more effective and reliable, a two-stage dividing scheme is presented by carrying out IDP detection with IDPI and then the health process is divided as normal stage and degeneration stage. Finally, the RUL estimation is implemented with a variant of Paris-Erdogan model and the PF-based algorithm in the degeneration stage. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is validated and presented in detail. Experimental analysis results on bearing real data have proven that the proposed methodology could track the bearing health state and estimate its RULs with acceptable performance.
